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into account a series of the hammer strokes with a
typical depth progress of a few millimeters per stroke.
On the other hand, the fact that the penetrator is not
driven at once is an advantage for the accurate control
of the insertion process.

ABSTRACT
The paper highlights the most recent achievements of
the team in the field of advanced space mechanisms:
electromagnetic hammering drive, lock and release
mechanism, and sample container separation
mechanism used in the CHOMIK (Polish word for
hamster) sampling device for the Phobos-Grunt
(Phobos Sample Return) mission. The principle of
operation of the CHOMIK instrument is based on the
MUPUS penetrator device for the Rosetta mission;
however, the features of construction are significantly
different. Two of the mechanisms are entirely new and
the third one is intrinsically improved. Moreover, a
number of tribological tests on materials and surface
layers used in the mechanisms have been conducted
using a newly build vacuum pin-on-disk tribometer.
1. INTRODUCTION
The Space Research Centre PAS has been involved in
the development of low-speed, hammer-driven
penetrators since 1996. It was strictly connected with
the realization of the MUPUS project for the Rosetta
mission to the 67P/Churyumov–Gerasimenko comet
and the invitation of our group to join the project given
by Prof. Tilman Spohn (PI). The penetrator was
necessary for conducting in-situ measurements, namely
for insertion of thermal sensors into subsurface
cometary nuclei layers. The SRC PAS proposed a
unique solution that has not been applied before in
space missions – a hammering insertion device [1] with
an electromagnetic drive (figure 1). An important
feature of producing the hammering strokes is the
accumulation of energy in a capacitor and discharging
it through a coil of the electromagnetic drive. The
principle provides high acceleration of the hammer
which velocity at the end of 6mm stroke can reach 89m/s. Due to selection of the simplest transformation of
the accumulated energy into kinetic energy of the
hammer, it was possible to remove additional
mechanisms like gears, screws, etc., which resulted in
creation of a very compact and reliable drive. Single
operation of the hammer is much less energetic than
e.g. a pyro. Thus, every insertion scenario has to take

Figure 1. MUPUS Penetrator with manipulator onboard the Philae lander.
2. SPACE APPLICATIONS OF LOW SPEED
PENETRATORS
The current and future applications of the low velocity
penetrators show they might be useful in planetary
bodies’ exploration including space scientific missions
(e.g. International Lunar Network) as sensors carriers
for subsurface layers investigations. Another
noteworthy application of penetrators is also the
determination of mechanical properties [2] (shear,
crushing strength) of the regolith, which can be
achieved by the measurement of the insertion depth
progress per stroke. Penetrators can play a significant
role in future search of water and different specific
minerals like rare elements. Furthermore, one of its
application is sampling of subsurface ground. For that
reason a unique geological penetrator CHOMIK for the
Phobos Sample Return mission has been developed.
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For the insertion of CHOMIK sample container into
the ground, a MUPUS-like hammering device, which
used an electromagnetic drive, has been developed.
The novel MUPUS insertion device was described in
[1]. The principle of operation in brief – the penetrator
consists of three interacting masses (components:
hammer, counter-mass and rod, where hammer and rod
have elastic constraints to counter-mass) and the work
cycle can be divided into five stages (figure 4): (1)
starting configuration, (2) accelerating of the hammer
which hits the top of the rod causing its displacement,
(3) at the same time the counter-mass moves
contrariwise (4), the end of the counter-mass motion,
its kinetic energy is transformed into potential energy
of the suspension 1 (return spring), (5) finally, the
return of the counter-mass and the second hit to the
rod.

3. CHOMIK ON THE PHOBOS SAMPLE
RETURN MISSION
One of the most important goals of the mission is to
collect a soil sample from Phobos and deliver it to the
Earth. The sample will be collected from the surface of
the satellite by the Polish penetrator and deposited in a
container that is going to land in 2014 in Kazakhstan
encased in the Russian re-entry capsule. Apart from
sampling, CHOMIK will perform thermal and
mechanical measurements of Phobos’ regolith [3].
CHOMIK (figure 2) consists of two main
subassemblies: penetrator and electronic box. The last
one provides fixation of the instrument to the
manipulator (figure 3).

Figure 4. Principle of operation of the MUPUS-like
penetrator.
4. FRICTIONLESS GUIDE SYSTEM FOR THE
CHOMIK INSERTION DEVICE
In the previous chapter the MUPUS principle of
operation was described. The most intrinsic advantages
of MUPUS design are: capability of working in microgravity conditions, low power consumption (2W), low
mass (0,48kg), but at the same time high energy per
stroke action (0,8J), and a minimal reaction force
acting on the lander or any manipulator that is holding
the penetrator (1N or even 0N after anchorage to the
ground). Therefore, the action that MUPUS has to
undertake requires the mechanism to be sophisticated
but, what is most essential, to provide a wide scope of
applicability. In principle, by shifting the tip of the
MUPUS with a sampling device we could simply adapt
the design of the penetrator to the hammering sampling
device.
The mass distribution ratio has important impact on
performance of hammering device of this kind. The
MUPUS’ mass ratio between three major components
(rod : hammer : counter-mass) was about 2.2 : 1 : 13
with a total acceptable mass of 485g. The higher the
mass of the counter-mass, the better as in consequence,
according to the theory of conservation of the
momentum, the hammer receives more energy during
acceleration. At the same time, the higher the mass of
the hammer, the better the transfer of the kinetic energy

Figure 2. CHOMIK, penetrator with electronic box.

Figure 3. CHOMIK as the end-effector of the IKI
manipulator (source: IKI RAN).
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to the rod. Due to this interaction between the masses
of the drive system, a factor concerning a ratio of Eh
energy of hammering (a kinetic energy of the rod) to
Ek-b energy of recoil of the counter-mass was
considered. In MUPUS, this factor amounted to 6.2. As
far as CHOMIK is concerned, the mass constraint was
of around 580g, but the mass of the rod has changed
significantly as a result of adding the sampling
mechanism (from 65g in MUPUS to 124g in
CHOMIK). In the end, the mass of the subassemblies
in CHOMIK was approximately 3.8 : 1 : 13. The
change in performance was expected, as the
aforementioned factor of Eh/Ek-b in CHOMIK is now
equal to 3.4.
On the other hand, the capacitance of the foil capacitor
that stores energy for the electromagnetic drive in
CHOMIK was about 34uF which was round 55% more
when compared to the one in MUPUS (22µF). It
generated benefits like higher stroke energy of the
hammer; however, as a consequence the counter-mass
has respectively higher kinetic energy that has to be
transferred into a potential energy of the return spring.
This is a very crucial part of the mechanism operation.
The return spring support connects the rod with the
counter-mass. The reaction force of the support has to
be calculated carefully as it has to fulfill a number of
significant constraints: (1) springs have to provide an
initial force between the rod and the counter-mass, to
allow for returning the system to the starting position,
(2) it has to stop down the counter-mass on a limited
distance (30 mm), (3) the reaction force of the spring
support at the end of the motion has to be relatively
close to the holding force of the rod (to provide system
with the sufficient threshold force), (4) the spring
support has to have a minimal influence on the
movement of the rod.
The elegant method to provide smooth motion between
the counter-mass and the rod is to develop a frictionless
spring support. Such a system was implemented in the
CHOMIK device – it consists of two parallelly
connected groups of flat springs (upper and bottom)
that allow for freely axial movement and a intrinsically
high rigidity in radial direction (figure 5).

In comparison, MUPUS’ radial stiffness was provided
by combined solution: flat springs in bottom and rollers
in top, which resulted in additional (small yet present)
friction coupling between the rod and the countermass. The threshold force (the holding force of the
CHOMIK’s rod) was assumed to be 3N which was
good enough to let the drive work properly in the
microgravity conditions. The plot in figure 6 (which is
a result of the optimization) has proven that the best
performance of the system will be for initial force of
about 1N. The optimization was done on the basis of
achieving the maximum potential energy of the group
of springs at given geometrical and mechanical
constraints. The optimization of the spring
configuration allowed for determination of the initial
force at 1N, and the final force of 6N.
A POSSIBLE DISPLACEMENT OF THE ROD REGARDING THE COUNTER-MASS [m]
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Figure 6. The energy of the spring support in function
of initial force of the bottom spring and a possible
displacement of the counter-mass.
The initial force will be provided mainly by bottom
springs, whereas the upper group of springs will give
almost no initial force at all, providing only axial
movement and radial stiffness. The allowable
displacement of the rod regarding the counter-mass is
30mm, and due to the need of initial tension of 1N - the
bottom spring has to have a total displacement of
40mm. The entire potential energy of the spring
support that can be stored is 0.11J.
Those calculations demanded a redesign of the bottom
spring known previously from MUPUS and design of a
new spring for upper spring support. In the case of
redesigning CHOMIK it was decided that the same
spring steel strip 17-7PH will be used, this time one
layer with thickness of 0,3mm. The force was much
bigger (two times), as well as the displacement,
causing a large increase in stress, which was confirmed
by finite element analysis. Especially at the notch
indicated in figure 7 – similar one was in MUPUS but
it was no longer applicable to the CHOMIK design as
the simulations predicted stresses of about 1870MPa much above the proof strength limit, which is
1400MPa.

Figure 5. The upper (left) and bottom (right) flat spring
support.
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Figure 7. FEA with indicated stress concentration in
one of three notches (pointed by arrow).

Figure 9. Top view over the bottom flat spring
– stress analysis (FEA).

Once we review distribution of stresses in the bottom
flat spring, we will realize that the inner edge of the
spiral has a higher stress; while in contrast, the outer
edge remains less loaded. It is a result of twisting of
each arm of a spiral of the flat spring towards the inner
edge. To decrease the stress, a set of two special
washers (one thick and one thin) was developed that
bonds the series of connections of both springs of
which the bottom spring comprises (figure 8).

Respectively, the upper spring support comprises of
three separate arcs connected in parallel in a circle.
Each of them is a 0,15mm thick spring steel strip (177PH) bent in a V-shape with a bending radius of about
1,2mm transverse to the rolling direction. The reaction
force at the end of the movement is estimated from the
analysis at 0,5N. A remarkable point in designing this
type of support is the length of an arc of a single strip,
since while stretching the spring the end of the arc
tends to travel towards the mounting point of the
spring. Thus, a proper clearance between the spring
strip and the counter-mass has to be considered to
prevent from clamping. Also a fine precision of
manufacturing and assembly is absolutely necessary to
prevent from undesirable preliminary stress
concentration that may result in a deformation of the
flat springs, what in fact has happened in one of the
engineering models (figure 10).

Figure 8. The bottom spring during assembly with
indicated special washer in the middle.

Figure 10. A close-up at the upper flat spring in EQM
with partly deformed shape.

The shape of the washer allowed for reducing the stress
over two times (from 1870MPa to 840MPa) leaving
possibility for high displacement (40mm) and radial
rigidity. As shown in figure 9, a more uniform
distribution of stress along the spring strip was
achieved. The thicker washer was made of aluminum
alloy 7075 and the thinner one (0.15mm) was made of
1.4310 spring steel strip.

5. LOCK AND RELEASE MECHANISM
To secure the penetrator from the dynamic loads
influence during launch and landing a special lock and
release mechanism has been developed. The unit has
been designed to withstand 10g of vibration
acceleration and 40g shocks. Such loads result in
relatively high penetrator holding force which in this
case was about 400N. It is quite hard to find
commercially available actuator for an existing
penetrator head release, which is the whole system in a
small volume, mass and use low power for actuation.
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General requirements has also influenced the
instrument structure that has to contain electronics
PCBs, penetrator guide and lock and release unit as a
compatible part (figure 11).

Figure 12. A planar kinematic diagram of the lock and
release mechanism.
There are three types of springs responsible for the
mechanism release: (1) torsion springs generate torque
T to the crank arms rotating them by 18°, (2) flat Cshaped springs guide and produce pushing force F1 to a
slider, (3) flat springs, are integrated with holders and
execute two functions: kick-off and Dyneema string
tensioning with F2 force. The tight string protects
holders after their displacement caused by the cord
elongation of about 3%. Realistic design of the
mechanism is shown in figure 13.

Figure 11. Lock and release mechanism in the stowed
position.
Figure 12 illustrates a kinematic diagram of the
developed symmetric multi-arms system. The
penetrator holding force is transmitted through the
crank arms to a slider by the binary links. An angular
shaped slider has a sliding joint with a possible
displacement of 18mm. It is blocked by the holders in
the stowed position. During release, initially connected
by Dyneema string, holders are rotating, setting free
the slider. The slider linear movement cause crank
arms rotation. Three pairs of adjustable holding pins
separate from penetrator’s sockets creating 10mm gaps
between the lock and the penetrator.
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ability to manufacture good quality layer of titanium
nitride on complicated shape parts by our partner
Warsaw University of Technology was also a
determining factor.
The release principle of operation bases itself on
improved Dyneema string melting system which was
space proven during several SRC past instruments
realizations. This kind of actuator is very reliable,
especially in low temperature applications. A selection
of the melting elements determined the parameters of
Dyneema string: 0,5mm diameter with, safety, 10÷15N
tension force. Such system required 1:40 leverage to
withstand the penetrator’s holding force.
The complete lock and release mechanism weighs
150grams and occupies a volume of 81x82x36mm.
About fifty non repeatable parts has been designed.
Two redundant melting elements have 110Ω of
resistance and the actuation power voltage is 28V. Two
connectors sets provide confirmation of the holding
arms release.
The mechanism passed with success the vibration
resistance test, shock test and linear overload test. A
functional test has been carried out in the vacuumthermal chamber. The temperature on the instrument
structure was about -150°C and vacuum of about
10-6Pa. The Dyneema string application needs
6 seconds for release in those simulating Phobos
environmental conditions, compared to less than 1
second in the room temperature laboratory air. Shock
generated during release action is very low compared
to those created by pyrotechnic actuator.

Figure 13. Practical realization of the mechanism.
The main challenge during mechanism development
was self-locking effect elimination. To avoid such
situation a structural-thermal model has been
assembled and tested firstly. The investigation has
shown some problems with slider elements that
potentially could produce non symmetric release. This
issue has been solved by blocking one of the kick-off
springs motion and implement it in the next,
qualification model.

6. CONTAINER SEPARATION MECHANISM
Penetrator container (figure 15 and 16) is a sharp,
toothed on the edge, hollow cylinder which function is:
(1) to be inserted into ground; (2) to be filled with the
subsurface matter and (3) after transportation to the
sample return container (a storage of all samples) to be
separated from the penetrator rod. For that purpose a
special separation mechanism has been developed.

Figure 14. Mechanism arming equipment.
Tests have also shown that it is very important to place
all moving arms in their suitable positions during the
arming process. Figure 14 shows a developed
mechanism’s arming equipment which is helpful to
provide symmetric arms settings and to generate
preliminary tension making possible the installation of
Dyneema string.
All rotating and sliding joints have to work in a very
low temperature, with small movement range and with
only one, short time actuation. This has influence on
slide bearings selection. Titanium alloy with titanium
nitride layer and plastic Vespel SP1 has been chosen as
mating parts materials. This selection was based on our
experience and previous material properties tests. The

Figure 15. Container separated from the penetrator
rod.
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Design of the complete container
mechanism is shown in the figure 19.

separation

Figure 16. Container inserted into its lock socket.
The main difficulties in the design of the separation
mechanism resulted from: (1) fixing of the mechanism
directly on the penetrator rod and therefore it has to
withstand the acceleration of 6000g, generated by the
hammering strokes passing through the rod structure,
(2) very little allowable mass and volume.
When designing MUPUS we have learned that the best
remedy for very high loads generated by the hammer is
to minimize mass and inertia of movable mechanical
parts, and that the screws for integration should not be
used, but instead of them - rivets and/or glue.
It was discovered that unlocking of the container
should be provided by a special nut with cuts in its
flange, which would rotate against the penetrator rod.
Accordingly, the container was also equipped with a
flange, shaped as three petals, which could be toothed
with the walls of the nut flange. In the lock
configuration, the container petals are set concurrently
to the walls of the nut flange (figure 17).

Figure 19. Design of the container separation
mechanism.
Before locking, the container is inserted into socket by
a central pivot guide and is protected from rotation
against the penetrator rod by two pins and holes joint.
Then it is firmly fixed with the rod (it is required for
the high shocks load transfer) by turning of the nut
with an appropriate torque. The torque is applied
through the rotating arm. The nut has triple square
thread in order to obtain high pitch value (12mm),
which creates non-self-locking properties of the screw
mechanism. That feature makes the unlocking process
more reliable. Titanium alloy Ti6Al4V with titanium
nitride coating was used for the threaded rod and PEEK
for the nut.
The rotating arm is made of flat spring material which
end is deflected by two millimeters if nominal torque
(0.5Nm) is applied. Because the rotating arm is fixed
with the Dyneema string to the fixing arm, its
deflection guarantees that 75% of the torque will be
applied even if the string elongates by 0.5mm (not very
probably case with short string and moderate loads).
During release the Dyneema string is melted by the
heaters (resistors) and the torsion spring rotates the nut
to unlock it. The deflected rotating arm works as a
kick-off spring (it has inertia and initial velocity) which
supports initiation of the motion. The container is
pushed down from the socket by a small helical spring.

Figure 17. Lock configuration between the container
petals (inside element) and nut flange walls.
The container is ready for separation (figure 18) after
the nut is rotated by 60°.

Figure 18. Opening configuration.
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7. TRIBOLOGICAL TESTS
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Tribo components made of Ti6Al4V alloy (shafts, pins,
latches) with Vespel SP1 (bushings, sliders, guides)
have been used in many SRC mechanisms, including
the CHOMIK device. This time, tests were also
conducted in a newly build vacuum pin-on-disc
tribometer (figure 20).
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Figure 22. Coefficient of friction versus sliding
distance for Ti6Al4V pin with TiN layer and Vespel
SP1 disk. Vacuum environment, temp: -80°C.
Tribological tests in an environment simulating Phobos
has shown that coefficient of friction for Vespel SP1
and Titanium alloy with titanium nitride layer is low about 0,21÷0,24. Moreover, friction properties are
stable and on the same level, both in the room or low
temperature.
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The tests have been conducted in the following
conditions: (1) pressure: 1÷4x10-7 bar, (2) load: 50 N,
(3) sliding speed: 0,1 m/s, (4) contact area: 10mm2.
Several layers on Ti6Al4V alloy mated with plastic
materials have been tested. The most attractive
combination was titanium nitride layer mated with
Vespel SP1 polyimide-based plastic. Figure 21 shows
coefficient of friction versus sliding distance in the
room temperature, whereas Figure 22 is a diagram of
CoF for low temperature (-80°C).
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Figure 21. Coefficient of friction versus sliding
distance for Ti6Al4V pin with TiN layer and Vespel
SP1 disk. Vacuum environment, room temperature.
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